
                                                                                                                                 

 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Sustainability 

 
CSR Activities for FY 2017-18. 

 
 

 Key Area: Education 

 
1. Promoting research and studies related to Power Systems in the engineering institutions to 

encourage excellence in the area 
 
    Concept: These awards have been instituted to encourage excellence in the area of Power 

Systems by awarding the new research in the related fields. 
 
   Target Area: Students of Doctoral and Master Category from technical institutions across 

the country.  
 
   Encouragement under the scheme:   

 

        The prize money for shortlisted research works under Doctoral and Master Category.  
 

 

 
2. Setting up of smart labs in govt. schools 

 
This project has been implemented in the two Govt. schools in Katwaria Sarai, New Delhi located 
in the vicinity of POSOCO office. These schools generally cater to the underprivileged sections of 
the society and were lacking in facilities required for providing computer education 

Smart Labs in Govt. Schools- Focus on Children 
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Under this initiative, computers, LED Screen and basic furniture alongwith an air conditioner etc.  
were provided in each of the schools.  
 
 

3. Providing skill training to improve employability 
 

This program was taken up by POSOCO with the aim to impart skill development to village youths 
to enhance employability. Program was executed in the villages of Panvel Tehsil, Raigad District 
in Maharashtra. Youth from the marginalised sections were trained under this program in the area 
of warehouse packaging and retail sales. 
 
Program was executed in association with National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) and 
National Skill Development Fund (NSDF).  

 
 

 
Key Area: Preventive Health Care 

 

4. Development of infrastructure in Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi to convert an existing 
open space into a Swachh Park with facilities like sitting space, lighting and shed etc. and 
setting up of digital kiosk to facilitate patients in getting appointments for the welfare of 
patients 
 

POSOCO has developed a Park in the Safdarjung Hospital with facilities like sitting 

space, lighting, shed and landscaping etc. This park is being utilised by the thousands of 

Condition of Park- Before Development 

Empowering Youth- Contributing under Govt. of India’s Skill India initiative  
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poor patients and their attendants visiting the hospital on daily basis for treatment.   

Further, a room has also been built in corner of the park where patients/attendants can   

take rest.    

 

 

 

An OPD Kiosk has also been developed in the hospital, to facilitate the people visiting the 

hospital in getting speedy appointments. 
 

 

Condition of Park- After Development 


